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1. Date of Report (Date of earliest event reported)

Sep 22, 2020
2. SEC Identification Number

A199600179
3. BIR Tax Identification No.

004-668-224
4. Exact name of issuer as specified in its charter

NOW CORPORATION
5. Province, country or other jurisdiction of incorporation

METRO MANILA, PHILIPPINES
6. Industry Classification Code(SEC Use Only)
7. Address of principal office

UNIT 5-I, 5TH FLOOR OPL BUILDING, 100 C. PALANCA STREET LEGASPI VILLAGE,
MAKATI CITY
Postal Code

1229

8. Issuer's telephone number, including area code

+6377500211
9. Former name or former address, if changed since last report

10. Securities registered pursuant to Sections 8 and 12 of the SRC or Sections 4 and 8 of the RSA
Title of Each Class

Number of Shares of Common Stock Outstanding and Amount of Debt Outstanding

COMMON

1,704,726,314

11. Indicate the item numbers reported herein

The Exchange does not warrant and holds no responsibility for the veracity of the facts and representations contained in all corporate
disclosures, including financial reports. All data contained herein are prepared and submitted by the disclosing party to the Exchange,
and are disseminated solely for purposes of information. Any questions on the data contained herein should be addressed directly to
the Corporate Information Officer of the disclosing party.
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NOW
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References: SRC Rule 17 (SEC Form 17-C) and
Section 4.4 of the Revised Disclosure Rules

Subject of the Disclosure

COMMENT/CLARIFICATION OF THE NEWS ARTICLE

Source

BusinessWorld Online Edition

Subject of News Report No identified fourth major telecommunications player — NTC
Date of Publication

Sep 22, 2020
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NOW Corporation stands by its statement about its affiliate, NOW Telecom Company, Inc. (“NOW Telecom”), being the
fourth telecommunications player. As clearly confirmed by NTC Deputy Commissioner Engr. Edgardo V. Cabarios himself
in a phone message to BusinessWorld on Monday, NOW Telecom is the country’s fourth telco player. In addition, Mr.
Cabarios confirmed that there are only four entities authorized by NTC to operate mobile networks or specifically having
a cellular mobile telephone system (CMTS) license: PLDT group, Globe group, DITO, and NOW Telecom. There is
nothing inconsistent with any fact or law in any of the statements contained in the press release of NOW Corporation on
21 September 2020.
The surge in the stock price of NOW is a clear indication of the public’s response in welcoming an emerging major telco
player. NOW will be investigating the source of inaccurate and malicious statements to the public that aim to degrade the
honest efforts of the Company and its affiliate to provide alternative telecommunication services.
“THE National Telecommunications Commission (NTC) has not identified a ‘fourth’ major telecommunications player, an
official said Monday.
‘In terms of market capitalization, there are three major players such as PLDT group, Globe group, and DITO. There are
other players, namely: Converge, InfiniVAN, NOW Telecom, and many others. This list is not in any hierarchy,’ NTC
Deputy Commissioner Edgardo V. Cabarios told BusinessWorld in a phone message on Monday, when asked to
comment on NOW Corp.’s claim that its affiliate, NOW Telecom Co., Inc., is the country’s fourth telco player.
Mr. Cabarios added there are four entities that have been authorized to operate mobile networks: PLDT group, Globe
group, DITO, and NOW Telecom.
In a statement e-mailed to reporters at the weekend, NOW Telecom said the NTC had ‘extended’ its provisional authority
to install, operate, and maintain a nationwide mobile telecommunications system.
‘As the country’s fourth telco, NOW Telecom, an affiliate of publicly listed telecommunications, media, and technology firm
NOW Corp., is currently setting the stage for its public listing as well as its 5G or fifth generation network rollout,’ it added.
But industry observer and expert Eliseo M. Rio, Jr., a former undersecretary at the Department of Information and
Communications Technology (DICT), said he does not know of any NTC nor DICT pronouncements declaring NOW as
the fourth telco.
‘They have been saying that… to boost their stocks. Today, their stocks dramatically shoot up,’ he said in a phone
message.
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